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Melissiel Parthenopaeus

Melissiel is an Elysian Patrician serving in the Elysian Celestial Navy played by Tyler.

Parthenopaeus, Melissiel
Species: Elysian Patrician
Gender: Female

Age: 24 years
Height: 6'5“ ( 195 cm)
Weight: 96 lbs ( 43 kg)

Organizations Independent
Rank Duplicari

Occupation Medic
Current Placement Yggdrasil

Melissiel's Body

Hair Color and Style: Melissiel is of the average height and weight for a patrician female angel except
for her bust: which tends to make her slightly topheavy. Of course her skin is well cared for and clean
with a golden Mediterranean tone to it. Her wings are of about average size, if a little larger (nature's way
of compensating for the large bust?)

Facial features and Eye Color: As per her heritage, Mel has eastern European facial features that tend
to be angular and slightly softer than usual, giving her a radiant but kind beauty. Her eyes are a slightly
unusual teal color which just seems to add to her appearance greatly

Skin Color and Build: Melissiel has long thick golden blonde hair that descends down to about her hips.
It's usually kept in a high (oriental style) ponytail when she's working but is just as often worn loose.

Distinguishing Features

White feathered wings as all elysians have

Measurements

Height: 6'5” ( 195 cm)
Mass: 96 lbs ( 43 kg)
Measurements: 40-28-38
Bra Size: 35DD/E
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Melissiel's Personality

She’s a good woman who has a kind heart that nurses compassion. Melissiel has a bit of a nasty temper
when she gets riled up (Which is hard to do) but generally she tries to be friendly and nice to most people
and doesn’t generally hesitate to help when she has the ability to. Normally she’s quite serene,
levelheaded and calm in personality and doesn’t have a problem with trying to help people, even if it
means just using words and small gestures. She believes that everyone: regardless of ethnicity, affliation,
creed or appearance was deserving of both care and respect. The only ones that she does not extend this
too is Mishhu because she's been told and made to believe they were only bloodthirsty beasts without
conscience: ie Sociopaths.

While not as noticeable as in the majority of Elysian Patricians there is a certain amount of psychological
baggage, which comes from being an Elysian. For one thing she remains strongly religious with faith in
the Elysian God and the chauvinism which that entails (but which she keeps under control), as well as the
typical Elysian arrogance – although this is almost always kept under wraps by her compassionate
personality.

Likes and Dislikes

Likes: Oranges (she's absolutely nuts for anything Orange flavored), Theatre, Soothing music and
children

Dislikes: Rude people, Sociopaths, watching people die

Goals

Personal: To be a mother one day. Professional: to save as many lives as she can.

Melissiel's History

Melissiel was originally born on Elysia between two military officers and as such would be well educated
and raised to be both a woman and a warrior. But her kind heart didn't really want to go out in a
concerted effort to take lives, and instead wanted to preserve them. Which was fine with her parents
once they witnessed her natural hesitation to kill anything without reasonable cause. Of course she'd be
sent to the best education possible because of their family's high Kleos. Time would pass without many
major or special events outside of regular traditions and Mel would develop into a beautiful young woman
with a talent for helping and healing people. Her kind personality and gentle hand were well known
amongst her instructors and friends.
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Melissiel's Skills

Communication

Mel is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Melissiel is fluent in English, Japanese and Seraphim. She can speak
and write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc. As a
bonus for being an Elysian, she is also capable of telepathic communication.

Fighting

She received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She is skilled
and experienced in combat both in Elysia-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without weapons.
Training would include rifles (energy and solid ammo), pistols, xiphos, phaelaes, aspis, and the
antheodon armor.

Technology Operation

She is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information. Mel is also familiar with usage of
elysian computer systems as well.

Mathematics

Melissiel has received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Medical

As a medical officer in training, Melissiel is highly specialized in this skill and exceeds the norm. She has
studied medical texts, learned through first hand experience and through special training course. Thanks
to this: Mel is familiar with elysian, neko and yamataian/nepleslian physiology and can treat all of these
races.

Entertainment

Melissiel is a quite adept singer and likes to entertain people with her songs. Often times she can be
found in a medbay just doing that to herself, sounding almost like a legendary siren. But this her only
real skill at entertaining others and is specialized in this.
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Art and Vocations

It's an important skill for her to know, or so she believes. It's part of her heritage and she's damn proud of
it. Mel loves to both paint and sculpt pieces of artwork and has even sold a few pieces for a little extra
income to supplement her military pay.

Melissiel's Possessions

Set of Standard Patrician Equipment 1 Antheodon Power Armor 1 Hippeis Xiphos 1 Sersis Variable Pistol 1
Deluxe Elysian Datapad 3 Containers of Cellular Spray 1 Container of Cleansing Ointment

Character Data
Character Name Melissiel Partenopaeus
Character Owner Tyler
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
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